
How point-scores are calculated. 
For some years, MVD&HC ran pointscores for members at two levels, the Red Book, for Official and 

Associate tests, and the Green Book for Green Horse Days. Anyone could ride at Green Horse Days, 

but placing in the Red Book removed the rider from Green Book consideration. Change in 

competition structure called for a new approach.  

Championships weekend is excluded, but all other events are counted, the emphasis on club activity. 

Young horse tests not counted as they are provided as qualifiers, and judged on a different basis 

from other tests. 

Rider and owner must be club members all year to be considered. 

Points are awarded according to how many horses compete in a test. If six or more, 1st place gets six, 

2nd gets five etc to one point for 6th. If less than six, available points reduced; if four in the test, 1st 

place gets four, and so on. Equal placings mean points averaged, so equal 6th place, 0.5 each, or 

equal 1st place, 5.5 each. This means that more points are available at levels where numbers are 

higher, preparatory to novice. In Official tests, points are awarded before non-members are 

removed. Thus sixth place in an official test gets one point, even if the five above are excluded. 

Now that Pony Dressage is encouraged, awards are separated into Open and Junior on horses, Open 

and Junior on Ponies.  

Points are awarded to horse/rider combinations, so if a horse changes rider through the year, the 

points won under different riders are not added. Similarly, a horse that moves up through several 

levels in a year may miss winning at each level, but will still be considered for collective, Novice and 

below or Elementary and above. 

Changing name during the year is bound to confuse the scorer, so rider should not use a stable name 

for a T-shirt competition and a formal name on an Official day. 

The object is to reward members who compete regularly, support the club and do the best by their 

horses. Every effort is made to be fair to all. Any mistakes are just that.   


